Tzeni Argyriou

amorphy

amorphy produces original works of live
performance and installation connecting
image, movement, and design elements
in a synchronous union that creates
incredibly detailed performances. Issues
such as difficulty of communication
amidst never ceasing technological
advance are tackled and dissected:
impact of close proximity urban living,
politically, scientifically and sociologically
inspired topics of interest, and other
fascinations.

amorphy was formed in 2003 by Tzeni
Argyriou and Ash Bulayev who joined
forces after successful individual careers
in both Europe and US. Since 2008
remains under the supervision of Tzeni
Argyriou.
The work is intrinsically hybrid in nature,
meaning the merge of art forms to create
an integrated performance. We are
humans living in a complex world and the
work we create is likewise complex and
packed with layers where each element
can be viewed as a discrete layer that
combines to create a complete whole.
Although amorphy is a structured entity,
the work is collaborative in nature and
new colleagues enter on per project
basis and in some cases strike long-term
partnerships. The present goal of the
company is to continue challenging
existing models of art creation with an
emphasis on a coexistence and fusion of
interactive media and performing arts.

Present day theatre practice has been able to embrace "old' and
"new" media technologies in an a truly exciting way. The move from
analogue to digital technology and the incursion of the mediatised
within the live performance have had an impact on all areas of
performance including the performer, performance space and
audience, states Peter Boenisch. And so inter-media performances
have become part of regular programming at most theatre festivals
around the world. It is our intention to continue to investigate a
hypothesis that inter-media components can support and enrich the
narrative (linear and non- linear) based dance/theatre projects, only
if practitioners from both fields develop a new model of collaborative
creation process, restructured on all levels of relevant process
phases, i.e. research, design, linear and non linear script
development, interaction design, light and stage design, production
and testing. In productions of Blast Theory and Robert Lepage what
are the new roles assigned to the directors, the performers, and the
audience respectively? Are established concepts such as "staging"
"adapting", or "translating" a text for theatre, or even more recent
notions such as "deconstructing the textual layers of a work"
applicable, and sufficient to describe the newly adapted tools? Do
new concepts of "dramaturgy" and" intermediality", provide a more
suitable perspective? How do directors, performers, and
dramaturges, critics and academics, voice and frame these new
aesthetics? What insight can be gained from this particular
theatrical practice for the role and potential of theatre within the
present-day cultural formation? Furthermore we would like to
continue and further our practice research on pitfalls that arise in
creating performances in which dramaturgy is dependent upon
video imagery, both as a set design as well as content.

Artist Statement

CREATIONS
Original Creations of Multimedia Performances / Installations

2016
Anonymo-Draft 01
Somata 3
2013/14
Memorandum
director

2011
Pleas[E]nter
co-creator
2009/11
Dr.Maybe Darling
director/performer

2007
Makeup_you®Mind
director/performer
2006/7
See you in Walhalla
director

International Tanzmesse Dusseldorf
Arc For Dance Festival, Athens Geece & Now Festival, Piraeus Municipal Theater

Festival Temp D’ image –Tanhaus nrw Dusseldorf Germany, Athens and Epidaurous
Festival Greece, Tryangle Festival, Marseille European Capitale, France
International exhibition Prague Quadrennial 2015
Coproduced by Tanhaus nrw Dussledorf, Theatre Bernardines, o espaco do tempo

a participatory performance at KunstKapel Amsterdam supported by Stadsdeel Zuid

Benaki Museum Athens, Digital Art Festival Sofia Bulgary, Antigoni Valakou Theater
Kavala, Lithogrfeio Theater Patra Greece and Sarantopoulos Warehouse, Athens, Greece
Funded by Greek ministry of Culture

Judson Church at Movement Research, New York City and Lugar Comum, Lisbon
Abbaye de Neumüster Centre Culturel Luxemburg

Athens, Sofia, Amsterdam a telematic distributed performance. A collaboration
between amorphy.org, de Waag, Interspace and InteraktionsLabor.
EU Culture 2000 funded (i-MAP: Integration of Media Art and Performance)
An adaptation of the work with the title Fwd: See you in Walhalla was presented at
Athens and Epidaurous Festival 2007

2005
Invisible Cities 1.0
choreographer

12th World Biennale, Naples Italy & Theatre of Neos Cosmos, Athens, Greece

2004
Shedding
director/performer

InteraktionsLabor Media Lab, Gottelborn, Germany

Psycho/Cycle
co -director

Dock11 Theater, Berlin, Germany & Semio Theatre, Athens, Greece

2003
T.E.L.O.S
co -director

11th World Biennale, Athens, Greece & One Arm Red Theater, New York City

Commissioned Works
2015
“X-Apartments”
Blank

2012/13
Memoria Obscura

Fast Forward Festival 2, Onassis Cultural Center, Athens, Greece
Performance Dinners No. 8 in Athens: ‘You are cyborg, You are bankorg’, BIOS

IETM Athens at VirsodepseioTheater, Athens Greece Regional Theater,
Grevena Greece, Antigoni Valakou Regional Theater, Kavala Greece
International exhibition Prague Quadrennial 2015
a commission by Photographic archive Collector Vangelis Nikolopoulos, Greece

Memorandum
Installation

Moving Silence Festival supported by Goethe Institute, Camp, Athens, Greece

2009
‘ASSOIFFÉS’
Wajdi Mouawad

Greek National Theater, Athens (co-director)

Land(Scape)

Anakatosaria Festival, Grevena, Greece

2008
Lights On You

IME Performing Arts Center, Athens, Greece

Participatory Community Projects
2013
“Show me Your Shadow – A Living Space in a Participating Time”
Memorandum Athens Lab: Back to Athens Festival, CAMP, Greece
Memorandum Naxos Lab Naxos Festival, Greece
Memorandum Kavala Lab Fetsival Filippon &Thasou
Supported by French Institute
2012
Documentum

Embros Theater Occupation, Athens, Greece

2010/12
TO DO TO BE
(co –curator)

Kalamata Dance Festival 2012, Roes Theater, Olvio Theater and Chora Theater
under the umbrella of the Greek choreographers association

Artist-in-residency
2013
2013
2012
2006
2006
2005
2004

Memorandum Tanzhaus nrw, Dusseldorf/ Germany
Memorandum KLAP maison pour la danse, Marseille/ France
Tryangle European Laboratory of artistic research, Marseille/ France
Makeup_you®Mind Map XXL Artist-in-Residence, Lisboa/Portugal
See you in Walhalla InteraktionsLabor Artist-in-Residence, Gottelborn/Germany
See you in Walhalla PACT Zollverein Essen/Gerrmany
Shedding InteraktionsLabor Artist-in-Residence, Gottelborn/Germany

Workshops/Seminars

2015/6
2015
2015
2013
2012
2012
2011
2010/11
2010
2009

Contemporary art: first you experience, then you understand it,
Onassis Cultural Center
Public Acts a workshop on creative documentation, Athens Digital Art
What you can, with what you have, wherever you are BIOS exploring urban culture
An introduction to instant choreography, State School of Dance in Athens
Thermopolis, Fine art school in Athens
Choreography Teacher, Rallou Manou Professional Dance School
Practicing on Stage Dilemma’s International Digital Art Festival, Sofia
Workshop on Duets, DOBEDO Festival, Athens
With the excuse of movement for Non professionals, Kavala and Patra City
iLAb a laboratory on performing art and new media, Kratiras Space

Honoured
2015
2015
2009/2016
2001/2016
2000-2001

Organizational committee for the EDN meeting at Isadora Duncan Center, Athens
Member of curatorial board of Athensyn
Member of Syndesmos Chorou
Member of Onassis Scholars' Association
A. Onassis Foundation Scholarship

-How do you bring life in a still image?
-How do you give voice to a dead document?
-How do you recall the experience of a moment past?

“Memorandum” is a multi-media and performing arts project, based on the concepts of
history, memory and the image. This on-the-move project comprises of performances,
installations, labs, artists residencies and archival research.
The term Memorandum, which actually designates a short note written as a reminder,
literally means “what to remember”, even if today’s only use, especially for Europeans,
alludes to “debts”. However in these times of crisis, which actually account for a crisis of
values, Memorandum functions as a mechanism of reminder for all these in history that
we shouldn't forget. The materials we use in this project are mostly photographs. A
picture is not necessarily an evidence of truth, but it can be the starting point for creative
thinking. Meditating on history and the image, our aim is to state our questions and
concerns in relation to the individual and collective memory, but also to find a way to
develop our responsibility for what has preceded and what will follow.
Crossing the boundaries between the visual arts and the theater, a number of
laboratories took place as a critical response to how cities and communities treat their
historical memories and past testimonies. Projection, VJ-Software, Set Design, Light and
Movement comprise the various media of the performances and installations that
follow the labs. They serve as means of mediating between today’s viewers and history.
Throughout the laboratories, each selected space is transformed into a living,
experimental and working environment, where people are guided into the creative
process of the team and participate in several ways.

Memorandum is a hybrid
performance/installation that
evokes a journey of
remembering in a landscape
made of fragmented images,
shadows and sounds. The use
of space and materials creates
an autonomous installation, a
scaffold of an inactive
mechanism that becomes
active and interacts audio
visually with the performers and
the viewers.

With the support of: Théâtre des Bernardines, O Espaço do Tempo, tanzhaus nrw, MarseilleProvence 2013, Capitale européenne de la culture French Institue Athens, Institut français and
Conseil Régional PACA and EHESS Paris (Labex), KLAP Maison pour la danse, Camp,
Athens Festival, Festival Filippon, Festival Naxou.A strong impetus to develop the project was
offered by Tryangle European Laboratory of Artistic Research.

Holding a photograph of
something or someone ‘that
has been’ (Roland Barthes,
Camera Lucida: Reflections
on photography, 1981),
something like a fragment or
a shadow, is like going
against forgetting which
seems to be our common
destiny.

Memorandum / 2013-14

Memoria Obscura

The photo album "Grevena 1895-1975, 80 years photographs," by the collector Vangelis
Nikopoulos was the starting point and inspiration for the creation of the performance. The
photos that the collector confided to the creator, together with the commission, capture
images of life, pain, action, war, slaughters and betrayal, all the violence of occupation of
Greece, the Civil war, and the military dictatorship, and at the same time images of family
dinner, festivities and social harmony. All together effortlessly highlight the evolution of our
own country, Greece, in the last century.
“Looking at photographs I was wondering, what are the consequences of the lack of
historical consciousness in our generation; Could such a material be able to awaken
memories without supporting an actual truth; ”

Memoria Obscura / 2012

Dr.Maybe Darling

Dr. Maybe Darling / 2010-11

“How has technology with the rapid increase of alternatives aﬀected the function of
our brain? Are constant dilemmas (indecisiveness) a contemporary social
phenomenon? Do we live in times where thinking is in action but action has no action”
“Dr. Darling” is in her ‘BrainTraceLab’, getting ready for her lecture on the challenging
issue of the decision-making process. The lecture begins with a Crash. Dr. Darling is
confronted with conflicting opinions and options of scientific and other nature. She
decides to exam herself. She names herself “Maybe”. “Dr. Maybe Darling” attemps to
be the scientist and the guinea pig at the same time.

Commissioned Works
X Apartments - Athens
Apartments from the 1950s and 1960s and houses from
the pre-war years-buildings which testify to a rich
architectural past—, empty spaces and homes full of
memories and old objects, half-finished buildings and
temporary constructions, semi-public spaces and sites
of social exclusion: X Apartments focuses on unseen
aspects of Athens and on the complex phenomenon of
shared city space, essaying an alternative
anthropogeographical approach to our urban
landscape.Can an artist work in areas traumatized by
attempts to reappropriate public space, by conflicting
forms of coexistence and by extreme social
phenomena?
Concept: Matthias Lilienthal
Curated by: Katia Arfara & Anna Mülter
Research: Prodromos Tsinikoris
Production: Onassis Cultural Centre-Athens
Fifteen Greek and international artists who work in
different fields using different artistic idioms accepted
our challenge to create works especially for the houses
and apartments of downtown Athens. Each work
duration is 10 minutes for a pair of spectator
and repeats for four hours each day.

X Apartmnets / 2015 Fast Forward Festival 2

BLANK
Performance Dinners No. 8 in Athens: ‘You are cyborg, You are bankorg’
Subjectivity & Femininsms Research Group Chelsea Colleege of Arts, London and the
artist/scholar Maria Paschalidou, Athens.
Twenty-five participants are invited to respond to Haraway’s text in relation to the notion of
the ‘bankorg’ with their chosen object and by making a fiveminute contribution during the
dinner in which to 'perform' their response to the text in a way which is relevant to their
own practice and/or contemporary discourse.

BLANK
Basic Instructions
Please follow the steps all together and
remain silent during the whole
procedure.
1. Wait until everyone has opened the
little bag.
2. Slip the lip of twisty balloon over
nozzle and hold onto nozzle.
3. Keep their contact point with one of
your hand and with the other one pump
up the balloon until is full.
4. Remove the balloon from the nozzle
but keep holding it between your thumb
and point finger.
5. Wait for everyone to complete the
previous step.
6. Lift the balloon towards the sky.
7. Free the balloon by opening fingers.

Creation basics: Pump - Hold - Release.

BLANK/ 2015

PRESS QUOTES
“Memorandum”: A memorandum that we deserve
“Elements from different eras have been used to make us travel in time in order to enlighten us for the
past and make us think for the present.” Renalia Gargaropoulou- adARTes 107- 2013
A shifting landscape: Contemporary dance and the conditions of crisis
“In this process of remembering, the choreographer explores and exploits part of the past in an effort to
reappropriate history, inviting us to consider the potentiality of the present beyond what is currently
actualized or envisaged. Memorandum thus creates a public space, embodying tension, resistances
and oppositions, where new subjectivities can be formed and new possibilities imagined.” B.
Panagiotara & S.Tsintzilioni, Roehampton University
Memoria Obscura in Black and White by Tzeni Argyriou
“The history is written again and again, it’s on us to read it with a subjective eye without falling to the
attractions of the past.” “With five major layers which are composing miraculously a great display screen
wall, Argyriou stirs memories, marks the nostalgia of the era and suggests a clean modern look to
citizenship as transformed every year and adjustes as many new arising as time passes” A. & K.
Koufalis- Eleftherotypia, 2013
“Memoria Obscura is an excellent performance that amazed the audience.
We dare say that Tzeni Argyriou’s work will be the peak performance from all that have passed or will
pass this year at the Valakou Theatre. [...] Sometimes when the performance ends, its relation with the
spectator ends somehow automatically. There are sometimes though, when the end of the performance
signals only the end of the first cycle, as the “food for thought” that remains at the spectator signals a
new cycle by itself… In our humble opinion this is the category in which Argyriou’s performance belongs
under the title “Memoria Obscura”, Angelos Kalogrias- Evdomi Efimerida, February 2013
DieWiege der Krise. Öffentliche Kulturkürzungen auf der einen, prosperierende Stiftungen auf
der anderen Seite: Die griechische Theaterszene spiegelt das Land in der Schuldenkrise und
wagt zugleich neue Aufbrüche. Eine Reportage
“Zu dieser neuen Off-Szene gehört auch die Performerin Tzeni Argyriou, die beim Low-Budget-Festival
im Cacoyannis-Center ihre erste eigene Arbeit zeigt: «Dr. Maybe Darling Version 11.0.5 in process».
Mit den spröden Charme einer Miranda July, die in Gießen ein paar postdramatische Nachhilfestunden
genommen hat, steht sie in der Tiefgarage und trifft den aktuellen Knackpunkt griechischer
Befindlichkeit im Kern: Sie zeigt ein Video, in dem sie junge Griechen befragt, ob sie glauben, dass sie
selbst entscheidungsfreudig oder entscheidungsschwach sind. Mit den unterschiedlichsten
Gesichtsausdrücken sind sich alle einig: Sie können sich nicht entscheiden, ob sie sich gut oder
schlecht entscheiden können. Das Publikum amüsiert sich und trifft gemeinsam mit Tzeni Argyriou die
Entscheidung, raus vor die Tür auf die breite Piräus-Avenue zu gehen und gemeinsam den Verkehr zu
blockieren. Nach ein paar Minuten gespielter Site-specific-Randale kehrt man lachend wieder auf die
polierten Granitstufen des erst kürzlich eröffneten Cacoyannis-Centers zurück, um gemeinsam für ein
Gruppenfoto zu posieren.” ARMIN KERBER- Ausland-23.02.2012
Conversation with our minds and souls
Τzeni Argyriou presented the original performance, with a very clever subject and imaginative acting, Dr.
Maybe Darling- Matina Kaltaki - Lifo, 27/10/2010

Dr Maybe Darling
“She is writing on her computer and through the curtain/ screen, through the computer and the projector,
which means through technology, we have the chance to follow not only the figure but also the thoughts
of the young woman interpreting Dr Maybe Darling. […] Suddenly, through the reactions of Dr Maybe
Darling we recognize a lot of our own reactions. And if throughout the performance the audience was
laughing it is because they recognize their own selves in this intelligent discussion with the mind and
human soul.”, Olga Sella- Kathimerini, 24/10/2010
See you in …..Walhallathens!
“Don’t be put off by our title; it’s just a play on words taken from the title of the hi-tech performance “See
You in Walhalla” (2-3/7), a picture which is featured on the cover of “athinorama” and which has been
selected as one of the not-to-be-missed performances of this years Athens festival.” Athinorama, I.Dimadi,
31/5-7/6/2007
Walhalla: enter
“See you in Walhalla, by amorphy.org, is an extraordinary worldwide first. It is the first time that a threedimensional computer game has been shown unfolding live in a theatre and in real time. Walhalla is a
world of signs, long avenues, cross-roads, crowds of people, graffiti, concrete and water, which comes
alive in the hands of the player. It is a utopia which is both notional and encountered: somewhere that
does not exist, but can yet be detected in everyone's experience. A timeless no-where, where day
succeeds night at the will of the player who presses the right button; where a turning at a set of traffic
lights in Amsterdam leads to an open piece of waste-land in Athens, a dark room in Sofia or to a
completely unknown environment - a product of imagination.” Ef- E.Tzitzilaki, 21/6/2007
Walhalla, a digital dance drama
“One of the best Greek producers of new media dance drama that we have seen up to now has also
chosen Valhalla as a title to speak about the relationship between the virtual and real body, as well as
dramaturgy in the age of the virtual environment. […]Her prison is the tiny window of the computer. The
Internet and games are nothing more than an extension of the imposition of this economy on the
individual. "The loneliness of the 'player', and his obsession with technology urgently pose the question:
who is in control, the player or the game?" The creators of this performance pose this question and
provide their own answer: the Fwd: See you in Walhalla is an investigative project, on which artistic
companies and new media university groups worked for a year in Greece, Bulgaria, Holland and
Germany.” M.Tsimitakis -Kathimerini, 15/7/2007
SEE YOU IN WALHALLA
“Game on.
Player-traveller: a girl.
Route: any urban location and the entire digital world.
Destination: the sacred city of Walhalla. We saw the performance last year and liked it. Its setting is a
three-dimensional video-game, which plunges you into a virtual world both imaginary and real: "Virtual
reality". […]together with the lights and sounds, before long, you feel that you too are connected up; and
the more you "lose" yourself, the clearer your thinking becomes.” Athens Voice, 28-4/7/2007
Psycho/Cycle
“Is it art, theatre, an art installation or something else? Jenny Argyriou and Ash Bulayev aim to produce
original creations which combine movement, the theatrical interpretation of the image, design and sound
and which are not pigeon-holed as belonging to a particular artistic form.
” Christos Polymenakis- Ozon, 2004

Tzeni Argyriou
www.tzeniargyriou.com
info@tzeniargyriou.com
skype: Tzeni Argyriou
Athens, Greece

